How I Engrave a Copper Plate
Evan Lindquist
Artist-Printmaker
A small copper plate is not intrinsically valuable or
precious. The plate is not intended to be the final work of
Art, but a means to an end -- a matrix -- merely a tool that
I will use to print an edition of engravings. The prints
taken from the copper plate will be the final work of Art.
My studio is dark, except for one rather dim lamp that
aims its light directly over my head toward a white
reflector, a sheet of foam board, which cants outward, over
the workbench, at 45 degrees.
The photograph shows me working at my workbench. I sit
sideways to the bench while listening to music I grew up
with: Django Reinhardt, Fats Waller, or Benny Goodman.
As I look downward into the shiny mirror surface of the copper plate, I see a bright
image of the white reflector above me. The plate reflects its beam straight up into my
eyes, making the plate’s surface appear white.
Dark lines appear on the surface as I engrave into the copper. The lines are dark against
light. The burin lines are furrows with sharply-slanted edges cut down into the plate.
Light rays that enter the furrowed lines carom sideways, not upward toward my eye.
Pinned to the reflector are two rough sketch-notes. My idea evolves from these little
scraps of paper. I never know where the ideas will lead me. I am not here to reproduce a
drawing, but to create a new idea.
Detail views, Knight, Bird and Burin, Albrecht Dürer Engraves His Initials,
Contemplation: Twist of Fate, Lucas van Leyden Engraves His Initials.
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The copper plate is flat on the table, slightly overhanging
the table's edge. A Bausch & Lomb magnifying lens often
hovers above. It's not always convenient or comfortable to
view through a lens, but I like viewing the scenery that
passes below as I make cuts into the plate.
My right hand and elbow are on the table. My left arm is
oﬀ the table. The left hand (not shown in the photos)
grasps the edge of the copper plate, turning it in the
direction of the
line being cut.
I push the burin straight ahead -- in one direction only.
Line directions and curved lines are changed by twisting
the plate. Trying to turn the burin instead of the plate
could result in a broken point.
In the photos on this page, many lines are generally
parallel and straight. When the plate is printed, a mass of
parallel lines will show up as a gray area. A few temporary
guidelines, drawn on the plate with a pencil, may be seen
also.

A few words about magnifiers
At left, the camera peeks through a magnifying lens
which is focused on a plate.
Sometimes I use no magnifiers. But I always wear
reading glasses with "+3" or “+5” lenses while working
on a plate. Reading glasses are generally convenient to
use and are available from bookstores and pharmacies.
Optometrists provide reading glasses with
magnification higher than +3.
Using a magnifying lens while wearing reading glasses further increases the level of
magnification. The Bausch & Lomb lens (top) has a focal length of 3.5 inches (89mm).

Build Your Own Magnifier Stand for Engraving.
See my page of photos and tips on building a traditional Magnifier Stand.
www.evanlindquist.com/about/magnifier.html
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These are the tools
1. Scrapers, wrapped with tape to protect fingers
2. Steel burnisher and agate burnisher
3. Burins, square shaft, bent
4. Roulettes with lines, dots, and irregular
patterns.
... And I often make temporary marks on the plate
with an etching needle (Below, a combination
etching needle and steel burnisher).

This is my work bench
A red leather engraver's pad is shown here. The
rack that holds the pad may be pulled out from
under the table -- like a drawer.
Sometimes, the rack holds a flat block of wood, as
shown in the lower photo. The block functions as
an extension of the tabletop with many holes for
insertion of small dowels, if needed, to anchor the
plate in a certain position.
When neither block nor pad is needed, the rack is
quickly closed -- pushed out of the way
underneath the benchtop -- leaving free space
above to work on the plate. One hand holds and
turns the plate while the other hand pushes the
burin.
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Above, detail views, Gabor Peterdi Engraves a Still Life and
William Blake Engraves The Inferno.

And One Final Point....
Sharpening the burin looks simple, but it takes
some practice to do it well. The point of my
burin must be perfect. Slightly dull points break,
then skip across the plate, perhaps with disastrous
results.
But when you like the kind of marks made by your
burin, and you enjoy making them, that’s what really
matters.

For more information
www.YouTube.com/lindquistprints
Six documentary videos on engraving.
www.evanlindquist.com
Web site to download this article
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